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2.5 Search Controls!
General tasks:!
n  Determining all possible transitions, i.e. "

!{(s1,s2) ∈ T | s1 is actual state}!
n  Selecting the next state!
Important observation:!
Transitions are usually based on applying general rules 

to parts of the actual state"
Examples:"
- extension rules in set-based search"
- processing a leaf in tree- or graph-based search!

F use observation to make tasks easier and faster!
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Determining all possible transitions!
Many general rules that were applicable in the last state 

usually are applicable in the current one!
Therefore!
n  Have list of potential transitions from last state!
n  Delete from list potential transitions not possible any 

more (parts of state used for them do not exist now)!
n  Update remaining transitions if necessary "

(remember: we are in a new state now)!
n  Add newly possible transitions (that are not already 

in the list)!
F List of all candidates for next transition!
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Selecting the next state!
Have to find best transition!
F evaluation necessary!
!
n  Store evaluation with transition so that evaluation 

can be reused (but not always reusable, remember 
min-max search)!

n  Organize list of transitions as heap, since always the 
transition with best evaluation is looked for!
● Finding best transition takes constant time!
●  Inserting new transitions much faster than in 

ordered list!
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Evaluating transitions!

Candidates for measuring!
n  Result state!
n  Parts of actual state enabling general rule for 

transition!
n  Parts new in the result state vs actual state!
What to use?!
Depends on how difficult it is to compute needed data!
(i.e. resulting state resp. parts)!
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General Ideas for What to Measure!

n  Distance to a goal state or parts of it (see control for 
STRIPS and the blocks world)!

n  Best that can be achieved from a state (using an 
approximation, used for optimization problems)!

n  Difficulty of new problems in state (needs knowledge 
about problems)!

n  Number of transitions that become possible!
n  Size of state!
n  History of search!
n  Use of similar search experiences!
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General Problems "
(and solution approaches)!

n  States get too big "
(F local search, backtracking, forget history)!

n  Measuring states too time consuming "
(F abstract to significant parts, use less complex "

!measures)!
n  Combining pieces of knowledge"

(F normalizing weights + weighted sums)!
n  Contradicting control knowledge"

(F distributed search approaches, competition)!
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Local Search (I)!

General Idea:!
After selecting a transition, do not consider any 

transitions that were possible in previous states!
F “Never-look-back-Heuristic”!
Example: trees (works for sets also F one-element sets)!

eliminate older!
possibilities	
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Local Search (II)!
Advantages:!
✚  Less decisions!
✚  Complexity can be bound by depth of tree (number 

of solution steps)!
✚  Each transition contributes to found solution!
✚  Predictable behavior with regard to run time!
Disadvantages!
-  No guarantee for optimality of solution!
-  No guarantee for optimality of number of necessary 

transitions!


